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+ quarter century criminal use w/ tortured hostages
JD Casten follows hostages he's heard on the signal here-- info updates too:
https://twitter.com/SlyBiffdrop
SELF-DEFENSE GESTURES:
1) Hang up gestures: reverse L/R hands to close second "posting line": eg: four fingers, left hand, three grab you upper palm gestures:
medium speed.
2) Open up your "motor control" outbound signal: (eg: index finger points to side of pinky tip, and slides down to wrist (or up))
3) Repeat this: zip open, hang up (enters their signal steam, and hangs their "post line" on you: you might not be posted).
Expect: they "flick the line back on"; "turn off your motor outbound"; "set off a recording of their voice (etc.) in your library that lasts
minutres"
You can hang up on a non-implanted implant "posted" on you that creates feedback: again-- motor on; hang up on the other hand.
They can isolate audio on their outbound: can dial numbers on the second "posting line" in your sleep, to "flick on" through you later.

SMART JAMMER
http://astore.amazon.com/smartjammer-20
REDUCES SIGNAL, DOES NOT ELIMINATE (maybe eliminated with refined frequency number-- not sure-- includes tool to identify this)

2005 CT scan locates implant in JD Casten
Seen on the right side of the Computed Tomography (CT) Scan of JD Casten's skull interior, in front of ear canal
(tympanic chamber)-- circled in red at left (imagine you are looking through the feet)-- verifiable: CT scan is in JD
Casten's on-line medical records.
a) It is small enough to be inserted via the Eustachian tubes (no skull breach necessary, no scar tissue)
b) It is in the location where verbal thoughts have been decoded via electrode nets (see Guardian link below)
c) It is located on the left side of the brain (language is processed on the left side; CT scan is L/R reversed)
d) It is anchored to the interior of the skull so it would not move around (mounting problem solved)
e) There is evidence of calcification (calcium build-up that occurs with implants in body)
f) It is geometric (not organic) and has a node with two strips (antennas), suggesting a micro-electronic device
g) It is more dense than air, but less dense than bone (possibly some sort of plastic or alloy material)
h) Can be powered via rectenna and operated via signals in the low frequency radio spectrum (VLF, LF= global)
i) There is evidence of this device, or one like it, being in JD Casten's head since 1991 (echoed info, voices)

BTW: It looks like I own the intellectual property (contractor/government negligence (I was
implanted involuntarily), reverse engineering a trade secret, public prior art:) This is a rectenna
powered two-way mind-radio implant, anchored to skull interior, as inserted through Eustachian
tube (left side = brain language emphasis). It has two receivers, two transmitters (signal type= AM
amplitude modulation)-- with an inbound VLF signal is converted up to ~AM (1360kHz), reflected
off the interior of the skull, and then convert to an LF outbound signal (2200 m 135.7kHz-137.8kHz).
A differential brain "pop-corn and patterns" measurement (inbound baseline signal changes) can
stimulate neuron threshold activations with activation patterns fitting into current firing patterns and
primed potentials.. "NASA grade" radio-telescope LF receivers can receive the signal globally (VLF
and LF can refract globally (under 300kHz)). The high power VLF signal is camouflaged as
navigation beacon signals (not at sea: reference points), and can reach the weak implant receiver
underground. The LF outbound signal is in the "Lowfer ham radio" frequency range ("hidden in
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CT scan on cover of CD album:
www.amazon.com/Halos-Horns-Rhythm-Messiahs/dp/B00K6R0Y5S/
JD Casten's Facebook-- personal, but some crisis notes:
https://www.facebook.com/slyvester.biffdrop
Contact information for JD Casten (phone, email, address):
http://www.nic.io/cgi-bin/whois?DOMAIN=casten.io
https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=jdcasten.info
https://www.justice.gov/nsd/office-intelligence#oversight

CALL DOJ National Security Division
NSD Main Switchboard - (202) 514-1057
http://origin-www.justice.gov/nsd/contact.htm
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01-DEPARTMENTS-4.pdf
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
(names may be different, office phone for position should be the same):
AREA CODE 202
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plain sight") with few competing signals. (rarely used, and under 1 Watt). Auto-gain is off-boarded-when the VLF inbound signal LF receiver "echo" loses data at a distance and underground, and the
inbound VLF signal is raised or lowered to compensate (with the initial change (up/down)
determined by the implant LF outbound signal strength change (lowered, then the inbound signal is
raised initially, and vice versa). There is a maximum amplitude limit within the implant (a sweet-spot
for stimulating the brain), and if the inbound signal is too powerful, the signal will clip, and
information will be lost (less power/volume/intensity-- the brain must recognize signal; noise = less
volume, not distortion). If more info is lost with the echo after the initial transmitted signal power
change, the power level is changed in the opposite direction to get the maximum info echo)).
Antennas would be "jeweler accurate length" for clarity of recption on specific frequency.

Assistant Administrator.—Rodney Benson, room W–12020A, 307–3607.
Special Agent in Charge, El Paso Intelligence Center.—Arthur Doty, Building 11339, SSG
Sims Street, El Paso, TX 79908–8098 (915) 760–2011.
Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Intelligence.—Douglas Poole, room W–12020C, 307–3607.
Executive Assistant.—Marilyn Wankel, 307–3607.
Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of:
Fusion Center.—John Riley (703) 561–7117.
National Security Intelligence.—Doug Poole, 307–7600.
Special Intelligence.—Stephen Murphy, Merrifield, VA, 561–7467.

Remote "listening" devices (wearable) should be able to experience the implantee's experiences
with ~16 times the detail and vividness of the implant-to-implant communication (even more vivid
with digital delays to up the pattern stimulation (feedback does this too: signal intensity is conveyed
by neurons by the rapidity of activations)). How it works: brain activation patterns (as summed
action potentials over time) are transmitted via an amplitude modulation radio signal (the electrical
voltage differential power amplitude is increased by the extra brain activity of summed action
potentials)-- amplitude modulation and action potentials both involve power differentials
(oscilloscopes with active differential probes measure this too locally (may be as good or better
than electrode probes (much faster sample rates)))-- measuring the "electrical activity" of the brain,
and then stimulating the brain with the same signal = adding electrical power at just the right time - zips patterns into ongoing perceptual expectations (priming and timing-- with multiple neurons
near a threshold for firing from many relevant neuron stimulations that would otherwise fizzle out,
adding an extra electrical boost, at just the right time, and pushing those neurons (sensory and
motor) into activation-- and further creating new neural pattern expectations). My computer-brain
interfacing developments:https://brain-computer-interfacing.com-- Current computer-brain
interfacing uses fMRI at ~6Hz and "low resolution pixel" images-- this has ~136kHz and just one
"pixel" of the entire brain summed-- future methods will use multiple "timing triangulated"
measurements and stimulations, with independently timed regions of brain differentiated by
hardware (10s, if not 100s of coordinated signal timings that sum in specific regions, and can be
received and decoded (timing triangulation) in the same manner as the mind-radio implant). Using
contemporary computer-brain interfacing techniques (neural net / connectionist statistical cue
correlation), consumer computer-brain interfacing (game consoles with HDMI interfaces and 24Hz+
signals to convert) and major advances in brain studies (less expensive and portable replacements
for fMRI) are do-able now, as well as medical advances (drug free pain and depression reducers,
treatments for the profoundly deaf and blind)-- justice stands to improve in the future as
investigations can more rapidly eliminate deception (ultimately: "green-light / question mark" results
from speech to text computer analysis, etc: reductions in domestic abuse, etc. expected).

Section Chiefs:

MY EVIDENCE PACKAGE (few years old):

BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACING PREPAREDNESS

BrainEnergyWaveCrimeEvidence

With awareness of brain-computer interfacing preparedness (a broad set of issues, involving many agencies)-- institutions should be
confident that disclosure of the implant program is safe (the implant program: discussed below-- very criminal) and would not be
catastrophic (other than a huge scandal-media event for many public figures in governmental leadership eventually)-- the privacy of
victims requires "under the radar de-implanting."

Government contacts:

DE-IMPLANTING should happen ASAP, as there are calcification issues, people being violated, and classified information being
broadcast under 300kHz (available globally to low frequency radio telescopes-- under 300kHz goes beyond line of site (think naval
radio)). People could be killed for their implants-- the "risk/benefit" of any implant program here is ridiculous (it was not used to avoid
water-boarding or rendition)-- not a real leadership call: criminals caught (and viceral crimes: either the rapes celebriites have reported,
or sabotaging political adversaries, or both).

(leadership names may change; phone #s should be the same):
Department of Justice:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01DEPARTMENTS-4.pdf
Department of Defense:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01DEPARTMENTS-3.pdf
Executive Branch:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01STATISTICALINFORMATION-10.pdf
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Associate National Security.—Barry Zulauf, 307–7769.
Data Management.—Scott Linn (acting), (703) 561–7437.
Indications/Warnings.—Cheryl Hooper, 307–4358.
Investigative Intelligence.—Lourdes Border, 307–9284.
Investigative Support.—Vacant (703) 488–4246.
Management and Production Section.—James A. Curtin, room W–7174, 307–7534.
Operational Support.—Benjamin J. Sanborn, room E–5015, 307–3645.
Policy Liaison.—Pat Lowery, 307–8541.
Requirements/Production.—Thomas Neal, (202) 307–4825.
Strategic Intelligence.—Sallie Castro, 353–9581.
Technical Support.—Gisele Gatjanis (703) 561–7107.

Executive Summary: Implant Hostage Background ‘74-now
Research (public internet links, government contact lists, etc.
(this website, maintained by JD Casten: see below also)):
https://casten.io/z/

The US military funds most of the current computer-interfacing research publicly,
How could they not be prepared for a success beyond those we already have?:
Inner Voice Decoded (2014 -- Stephanie Martin, et. al.):
http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fneng.2014.00014/abstract
Brain-Audio-Processing to Text Decoding (2015 -- Christian Herff, et. al.):
http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fnins.2015.00217/abstract
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Department of State:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01DEPARTMENTS.pdf
Department of Homeland Security:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01DEPARTMENTS-15.pdf

My tech (brain-computer-interfacing.com), reverse engineering-- and the relevant experts (see Brian Pasley, et. al, Jack Gallant, et. Al,
Ray Kurzweil (Google's recent "deep dream")-- their work points other experts-- this is happening fast in the public science arena)-- we
should be able to get "internal voice on an external speaker" and decode all implant signals that are recorded. (after simulataneouslyrecorded-audio -- brain-implant-AM-type radio-emission correlation, speech to text can be used to search for topics.) The 1974 publicly
patented Robert G Malech radio-brainwave de-modulator is non-invasive and the root tech for the implants, “close up” could be used
now (and it looks like the root tech for global Codename Tempest issues discovered in the mid ‘80s (like radar that reads monitors and
communication lines).

http://www.justice.gov/dojofficials.htm

No immediate death threat (they've tried to kill on the implant line: failed, and hence use the 24/7 "hot seat" psychological torture and
remote control rape threat since 1994 (Clinton administration))-- the use of this also indicates that they need it for some sort of security-probably for the very many celebrity rape victims who were implanted over the course of two decades. Many appear to have been "child
stars"-- I was too, but in an NSA way: I was published a half-dozen times internationally for my computer games starting as a
sophomore in high school. This is not about national security-- you do not do the equivalent of war-crimes for preparedness, people are
not guilty until cleared, re: Nukes, only R&D is relevant: the launch equipment and crews are Faraday cage protected globally, and
require “authorization codes” to match from the leadership level to the crews-- any “scare numbers” would be economic impact from
information attrition, etc-- and clearly no benefit analysis to offset any losses.

http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/executives/executiveportlet

NSA SABOTAGE OF IMPLANT PROGRAM (~pre-‘94)

http://www.dhs.gov/leadership

It looks like NSA radio telescope receiver equipment is used -- potentially distributed on the roof-tops of their buildings (maybe just NSA
equipment (signal decoding is their primary mission), despite US Air Force development (Navy too: NORAD)-- of course they would
have full-spectrum radio-telescopes to decode any signal they could hear-- see LOFAR, and the distributed array it is part of-- and given
that the implant program goes back to the late 80s early 90s-- and potentially late 70s, the "gesture recognition" computing could have
been developed by the NSA (CRAY 1 to identify the gesture patterns, like speech to text) -- but this could have been added later, with
“ear-plug signal jammers” used at first to cut access, or call an “operator” (or since the mid ‘90s-- a parallel cell-phone call controller)-I'd bet that the original NSA folks with hands-on-the equipment access are the “crux of control”: esp. Clapper (his is former Air Force-military intel planning; and his wive Sue Clapper-- former NSA) (both James Clapper and Keith Alexander have confessed on the implant
signal to me (Clapper: molester who sabotaged "ear plug - outbound stoppers" (an "outbound jammer" disabled with the battery or
rectenna power source down (~Omega navigation beacons in 1997?)) ; and Alexander confessed to altering the programming to
simulate the ear-plugs working, by cutting off "cross-call" ability when the sensation of the "ear-plug" in the ear was in the signal data
(later: “Clinton ordered this”)-- but they may have been intimidated by elected leadership and/or CIA heads (and “profiled for future use”
when career advances were an issue).

Judiciary:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01-JUDICIARY.pdf

Other government contacts:

Foreign_Intelligence_Surveillance_Court Judges (Wikipedia)
http://www.dni.gov/index.php/about/leadership
"intel hack list":
http://cryptome.org/0005/insa-spies.pdf

JD Casten's records documenting this situation (428mb .zip) + the US legal and
intelligence agencies having yet to "de-wire" or contact JD Casten (includes 2005 CT
scan from Oregon Imaging-- full head-brain routine with software viewer)
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Outbound: 135.7kHz-137.8kHz -- I've verified this-- looks like the inbound would be a divide by 8.5 (although 7.5 would be better)-- I'd
look at strong consistent signals just below 16.2kHz-- maybe navigation beacons used.
Jam my outbound and many get instant relief (Navy or Air Force VLF and LF jammers could be used to clear areas)-- I think there is a
"control terminal" in addition to "switching equipment" used by the NSA-- you could jam me, and watch all NSA locations, and suspects
to see if "terminal location" or “switching equipment” is exposed (maybe try robust, high precision, many measurement signal timing to
locate the switching equipment). The fact that so many hear me, and I haven’t been replaced as “crowd control” by a rotating shift of
drill-sergeants yelling at who-ever: the leadership is barricaded behind file cabinets and security clearances-- any “de-implanted
hostage” would lead to due process: hence-- none let out, and no “official” government response.
CIA USES “LSD PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE TEAM” TO “MAINTAIN SECURITY”
Ray Hyman (CIA and DARPA advisor on deception, Star Gate, etc.) and fellow UO professors have been abusing people for decades with
the access provided by the US Intel implant program. I think they were part of MK ULTRA (LSD mind control)-- the University of Oregon
is in Eugene, Oregon-- a couple of their group are known psychedelic users (psycho-linguist Tom Givon indicates this on his blog,
logician philosopher Don S Levi met Timothy Leary at Harvard in the 60s) and Ken Kesey, who did work on MK ULTRA (bay area:
~Stanford Research Institute; the UO has been called “little Berkeley”) lived near Eugene as did many of the Merry Pranksters who did
60s/70s LSD experimentation. It appears that they thought their skill set become more relevant as they hi-jacked the implant program for
their own ends. Given the use of water-boarding, rendition, etc,.-- I think they were the implant mission, not the hijackers (Bush ‘43 &
CIA head Hayden: “we pushed water-boarding to see why the implants were not available for use.” (Think: Bush ‘43 as an unwitting Bush
‘41 protege, Obama as the protege of the “first black president,” intellectual lawyer Clinton ‘42: evidence (means, motive, opportunity)-Obama implanted in ‘93-- again-- the Clinton administration).
I'd focus on these abusers, if jamming their signals: Don S levi, Ray Hyman, Will E Davie, Cheyney Ryan, Katherine P. Levi, Mike Posner,
Sharon Posner, Aaron Levi, Adam Levi-- the entire "generation" (70-90) from the University of Oregon philosophy and psychology
departments (I think many are CIA affiliated: a CIA psychological warfare team)-- also, any families involved with suspects-- in or out of
the government. People can be injured or killed with “dizzy/fainting falls” -- “direct kill” was attempted in ‘94 (“hyper-feedback with
ringing”) and 2013 (panic attack from near-faint + surprise diaphragm spasms: aimed at me, Anne, Tom Hanks (on Broadway), and Mary
Tyler-Moore (and bit more frail)--we all lived-- but the threat is obvious.
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MILITARY CONTRACTOR DOUBLE-BLIND POWER-CROWD IMPLANTING
The implant tech goes to a Robert G Malech patent (1974 - US3951134 A)-- the trail from his company at the time: Dorne & Margolin
(antenna company) sold to EDO (NORAD equipment, run by former DNI head Adm. Denis Blair at one point)-- sold to ITT, and spun off
as Excellis (bought by Harris)-- I think Vectrus (headed by Lt. Gen. Hunzeker) has the implant property-- and would like to help deimplant leadership abroad (many could be identified and flown to military hospitals, not so with Putin, Cameron, or Merkel, etc.: who
would implant these people for intel? An insane risk/benefit scenario-- and way of what the US democratic populace have signed off on
internationally)-- what's going on now looks like "war crimes for preparedness"-- but it's become clear-- the US leadership is implanted,
has been indulging in raping people, know they are treasonous for not reporting their classified information being broadcasted). I’d
expect the military “double-blind” contractors to be attempting “hero” but facing much flack-- the implant signal could be used as a
public address system: call 1-800-SUM-WORD (not a real # here), leave a message-- we’ll get to you.
US INTEL LEADERSHIP AND EXECUTIVE BRANCH: COMPROMISED SINCE CARTER
Approach all US leadership should be done with caution-- they may be implanted (you will be observed approaching them), they may
be manipulated (not always-- think the Lincoln quote about fooling everyone sometimes, some all the time, but not everyone all the
time: that applies to an individual, and what they are certain of and do)-- which would reveal-- many are corrupt. Obviously Clapper and
Alexander (again, may have been profiled: “follows orders with reasoning, even if outside the law”)-- probably all the current intel heads
(AND those just out: why no contact from them?-- could be “double agents” were placed to complicate matters-- or simply: no
information). It looks like everyone has heard my implant signal since ~mid 2013-- but I suspect some members of congress may have
been fooled into thinking the situation was resolved before the 2014 state of the union. I'd suspect all the "old guard"-- I've heard many
and that means they have not asked for and gotten radio-warfare protection: also-- how could they let others be raped and violated
over the implant line (it has tactile too (different ranges of sensation/motor control can be isolated with switching)). Obama may have
been implanted in 1993 (by Don S Levi’s son Adam H Levi, current assistant AG (investments and securities (research)) for Washington
DC): either knowingly or not-- seems: not good (he and the 1st lady: “yellow-belts” for the CIA psych-assault team), but maybe dealing
with a severe life-mind-screw.
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT USED ON PUBLIC FIGURES AS A THREAT
Bush ‘41 was the CIA head ‘76-’77, the implants could go back to ‘74 (the Malech patent-- I wouldn’t doubt Bush ‘41 used this implant to
help gain the White House for him behind “the Great Communicator” as vice president); I’ve heard people who sound like they are in
SAMs (solitary confinement for those with classified information-- no visitors except immediate family)-- sounds like their “deaths” were
faked, and this may include Elvis Presely (died ‘77), John Lennon (died ‘82), Michel Foucault (died ‘84), Kurt Cobain (I think I saw him 2
days before he “died” near the UO music hall: 1994), Jerry Garcia (died '95), Michael Jackson (died ‘2009), up to Leonard Nimoy (died
2015): don’t get set up to be arrested (I wouldn't expect a kangaroo court: but framed crimes with real evidence, or direct-head
confessions: going to mid-level FBI (go up through the local chain of command) should not result in this)-- I’ve heard all these voices,
and they could be used to intimate people: “who do you think YOU are-- listen to who is in solitary now” (go to mid-level FBI in tandem- do an “intel 4th estate whistle-blow, but with the law-- this is scale, and they will protect you: go with two people who are implanted
and a 3rd available by phone-- major FBI locations will have signal free rooms (for their counter-intel)).
BIN LADEN: IMPLANTED, 9-11 “MOTIVATED” BY CIA PSYCH-ASSAULT TEAM TORTURE
NB: Carter: "Bin Laden implanted on my watch"; body thrown in ocean (still live signal, out of signal range)-- other supporting evidence
too (Don S Levi in Bangkok during 9-11-- a bit to unpack there and explain the relevance: DNI head James Clapper (AF 700 hrs of pilot
time), Gen. Kutyna (less of a suspect, but Air Force too with 1000s of hrs. of pilot time, etc).: major Thailand experience)-- point being: the
criminal group is depraved at scale, and they know it-- they would have orchestrated 9-11 if they could have-- and that would have been
much smaller and easier than what is going on now, since I made official contact with US legal and national defense, 20 FEB 2013.
This is war-level criminal activity-- most likely the worst criminal group in the history of planet earth-- and can not be resolved in
secret over the course of history-- and there is no reason to do this, but to protect mass-murderers, and “image”-- the immediate
hostages are in the 100s or 1000s-- the held back tech, and my held back restitution applied to a foundation: thoroughly researched
impact assessment 1000s dead daily: more than 7000 years of longevity lost, an not counting my tech inventions delayd, and the
scientific correction going back two decades-- I was one of those scientists held back (the foundation relies on non-controversial
estimates and assumptions: the pension system lasts another 1-4 back-to-back retirement funds, the world economy does not collapse-and foundations are not made illegal)-- the criminal activity of the government employees has nothing to with democracy, the US
constitution, and real solutions to the problems and causes they try to associate with (as obvious deluded psychology rationalizations to
others and themselves).
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